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Abstract

Concurrency is pervasive in large systems. Unexpected
interference among threads often results in “Heisenbugs”
that are extremely difficult to reproduce and eliminate.
We have implemented a tool called CHESS for finding
and reproducing such bugs. When attached to a program,
CHESS takes control of thread scheduling and uses ef-
ficient search techniques to drive the program through
possible thread interleavings. This systematic explo-
ration of program behavior enables CHESS to quickly
uncover bugs that might otherwise have remained hid-
den for a long time. For each bug, CHESS consistently
reproduces an erroneous execution manifesting the bug,
thereby making it significantly easier to debug the prob-
lem. CHESS scales to large concurrent programs and
has found numerous bugs in existing systems that had
been tested extensively prior to being tested by CHESS.
CHESS has been integrated into the test frameworks of
many code bases inside Microsoft and is used by testers
on a daily basis.

1 Introduction

Building concurrent systems is hard. Subtle interactions
among threads and the timing of asynchronous events
can result in concurrency errors that are hard to find,
reproduce, and debug. Stories are legend of so-called
“Heisenbugs” [18] that occasionally surface in systems
that have otherwise been running reliably for months.
Slight changes to a program, such as the addition of
debugging statements, sometimes drastically reduce the
likelihood of erroneous interleavings, adding frustration
to the debugging process.
Themain contribution of this paper is a new tool called

CHESS for systematic and deterministic testing of con-
current programs. When attached to a concurrent pro-
gram, CHESS takes complete control over the scheduling
of threads and asynchronous events, thereby capturing

all the interleaving nondeterminism in the program. This
provides two important benefits. First, if an execution re-
sults in an error, CHESS has the capability to reproduce
the erroneous thread interleaving. This substantially im-
proves the debugging experience. Second, CHESS uses
systematic enumeration techniques [10, 37, 17, 31, 45,
22] to force every run of the program along a differ-
ent thread interleaving. Such a systematic exploration
greatly increases the chances of finding errors in exist-
ing tests. More importantly, there is no longer a need
to artificially “stress” the system, such as increasing the
number of threads, in order to get interleaving coverage
— a common and recommended practice in testing con-
current systems. As a result, CHESS can find in simple
configurations errors that would otherwise only show up
in more complex configurations.
To build a systematic testing tool for real-world con-

current programs, several challenges must be addressed.
First, such a tool should avoid perturbing the system un-
der test, and be able to test the code as is. Testers often do
not have the luxury of changing code. More importantly,
whenever code is changed for the benefit of testing, the
deployed bits are not being tested. Similarly, we cannot
change the operating system or expect testers to run their
programs in a specialized virtual machine. Therefore,
testing tools should easily integrate with existing test in-
frastructure with no modification to the system under test
and little modification to the test harness.
Second, a systematic testing tool must accomplish the

nontrivial task of capturing and exploring all interleaving
nondeterminism. Concurrency is enabled in most sys-
tems via complex concurrency APIs. For instance, the
Win32 API [30] used by most user-mode Windows pro-
grams contains more than 200 threading and synchro-
nization functions, many with different options and pa-
rameters. The tool must understand the precise seman-
tics of these functions to capture and explore the nonde-
terminism inherent in them. Failure to do so may result
in lack of reproducibility and the introduction of false
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Abstract
Multithreaded programs are difficult to get right because of un-
expected interaction between concurrently executing threads. Tra-
ditional testing methods are inadequate for catching subtle con-
currency errors which manifest themselves late in the develop-
ment cycle and post-deployment. Model checking or systematic
exploration of program behavior is a promising alternative to tra-
ditional testing methods. However, it is difficult to perform sys-
tematic search on large programs as the number of possible pro-
gram behaviors grows exponentially with the program size. Con-
fronted with this state-explosion problem, traditional model check-
ers perform iterative depth-bounded search. Although effective for
message-passing software, iterative depth-bounding is inadequate
for multithreaded software.
This paper proposes iterative context-bounding, a new search

algorithm that systematically explores the executions of a multi-
threaded program in an order that prioritizes executions with fewer
context switches. We distinguish between preempting and nonpre-
empting context switches, and show that bounding the number of
preempting context switches to a small number significantly allevi-
ates the state explosion, without limiting the depth of explored ex-
ecutions. We show both theoretically and empirically that context-
bounded search is an effective method for exploring the behaviors
of multithreaded programs. We have implemented our algorithm in
two model checkers and applied it to a number of real-world mul-
tithreaded programs. Our implementation uncovered 9 previously
unknown bugs in our benchmarks, each of which was exposed by
an execution with at most 2 preempting context switches. Our ini-
tial experience with the technique is encouraging and demonstrates
that iterative context-bounding is a significant improvement over
existing techniques for testing multithreaded programs.

Categories and Subject Descriptors D.2.4 [Software Engineer-
ing]: Software/Program Verification— formal methods, validation;
F.3.1 [Logics and Meanings of Programs]: Specifying and Veri-
fying and Reasoning about Programs — mechanical verification,
specification techniques; D.2.5 [Software Engineering]: Testing
and Debugging — debugging aids, diagnostics, monitors, tracing

General Terms Algorithms, Reliability, Verification

Keywords Concurrency, context-bounding, model checking, multi-
threading, partial-order reduction, shared-memory programs, soft-
ware testing
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1. Introduction
Multithreaded programs are difficult to get right. Specific thread
interleavings, unexpected even to an expert programmer, lead to
crashes that occur late in the software development cycle or even
after the software is released. The traditional method for testing
concurrent software in the industry is stress-testing, in which the
software is executed under heavy loads with the hope of producing
an erroneous interleaving. Empirical evidence clearly demonstrates
that this form of testing is inadequate. Stress-testing does not pro-
vide any notion of coverage with respect to concurrency; even after
executing the tests for days the fraction of explored schedules re-
mains unknown and likely very low.
A promising method to address the limitations of traditional

testing methods ismodel checking [2, 21] or systematic exploration
of program behavior. A model checker systematically executes
each thread schedule, while verifying that each execution main-
tains desired properties of the program. The fundamental problem
in applying model checking to large programs is the well-known
state-explosion problem, i.e., the number of possible program be-
haviors grows explosively (at least exponentially) with the size of
the program.
To combat the state-explosion problem, researchers have inves-

tigated reduction techniques such as partial-order reduction [9] and
symmetry reduction [13, 12]. Although these reduction techniques
help in controlling the state explosion, it remains practically im-
possible for model checkers to fully explore the behaviors of large
programs within reasonable resources of memory and time. For
such large programs, model checkers typically resort to heuristics
to maximize the number of errors found before running out of re-
sources. One such heuristic is depth-bounding [22], in which the
search is limited to executions with a bounded number of steps. If
the search with a particular bound terminates, then it is repeated
with an increased bound. Unlike other heuristics for partial state-
space search, depth-bounded search provides a valuable coverage
metric—if search with depth-bound d terminates then there are no
errors in executions with at most d steps.
Since the number of possible behaviors of a program usu-

ally grows exponentially with the depth-bound, iterative depth-
bounding runs out of resources quickly as the depth is increased.
Hence, depth-bounding is most useful when interesting behaviors
of the program, and therefore bugs, manifest in small number of
steps from the initial state. The state space of message-passing
software has this property which accounts for the success of model
checking on such systems [10, 16]. In contrast, depth-bounding
does not work well for multithreaded programs, where the threads
in the program have fine-grained interaction through shared mem-
ory. While a step in a message-passing system is the send or receive
of a message, a step in a multithreaded system is a read or write of a
shared variable. Typically, several orders of magnitude more steps
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Abstract
This paper presents a randomized scheduler for finding concur-
rency bugs. Like current stress-testing methods, it repeatedly runs
a given test program with supplied inputs. However, it improves on
stress-testing by finding buggy schedules more effectively and by
quantifying the probability of missing concurrency bugs. Key to its
design is the characterization of the depth of a concurrency bug as
the minimum number of scheduling constraints required to find it.
In a single run of a program with n threads and k steps, our sched-
uler detects a concurrency bug of depth d with probability at least
1/nkd�1. We hypothesize that in practice, many concurrency bugs
(including well-known types such as ordering errors, atomicity vio-
lations, and deadlocks) have small bug-depths, and we confirm the
efficiency of our schedule randomization by detecting previously
unknown and known concurrency bugs in several production-scale
concurrent programs.

Categories and Subject Descriptors D [2]: 5

General Terms Algorithms, Reliability, Verification

Keywords Concurrency, Race Conditions, Randomized Algo-
rithms, Testing

1. Introduction
Concurrent programming is known to be error prone. Concurrency
bugs can be hard to find and are notorious for hiding in rare thread
schedules. The goal of concurrency testing is to swiftly identify
and exercise these buggy schedules from the astronomically large
number of possible schedules. Popular testing methods involve
various forms of stress testing where the program is run for days
or even weeks under heavy loads with the hope of hitting buggy
schedules. This is a slow and expensive process. Moreover, any
bugs found are hard to reproduce and debug.

In this paper, we present PCT (Probabilistic Concurrency Test-
ing), a randomized algorithm for concurrency testing. Given a con-
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current program and an input test harness, PCT randomly schedules
the threads of the program during each test run. In contrast to prior
randomized testing techniques, PCT uses randomization sparingly
and in a disciplined manner. As a result, PCT provides efficient
mathematical probability of finding a concurrency bug in each run.
Repeated independent runs can increase the probability of finding
bugs to any user-desired level of certainty. In this paper, we demon-
strate the ability of PCT to find bugs both theoretically, by stating
and proving the probabilistic guarantees, and empirically, by apply-
ing PCT to several production-scale concurrent programs.

At the outset, it may seem impossible to provide effective prob-
abilistic guarantees without exercising an astronomical number of
schedules. Let us take a program with n threads that together ex-
ecute at most k instructions. This program, to the first-order of
approximation, has nk possible thread schedules. If an adversary
picks any one of these schedules to be the only buggy schedule,
then no randomized scheduler can find the bug with a probabil-
ity greater than 1/nk. Given that realistic programs create tens of
threads (n) and can execute millions, if not billions, of instructions
(k), such a bound is not useful.

PCT relies on the crucial observation that bugs in practice are
not adversarial. Concurrency bugs typically involve unexpected in-
teractions among few instructions executed by a small number of
threads [19, 20]. If PCT is able to schedule these few instructions
correctly, it succeeds in finding the bug irrespective of the numer-
ous ways it can schedule instructions irrelevant to the bug. The fol-
lowing characterization of concurrency bugs captures this intuition
precisely.

We define the depth of a concurrency bug as the minimum
number of scheduling constraints that are sufficient to find the bug.
Intuitively, bugs with a higher depth exhibit in fewer schedules and
are thus inherently harder to find. Fig. 1 explains this through a
series of examples. The bug in Fig. 1(a) manifests whenever Thread
2 accesses t before the initialization by Thread 1. We graphically
represent this ordering constraint as an arrow. Any schedule that
satisfies this ordering constraint finds the bug irrespective of the
ordering of other instructions in the program. By our definition,
this bug is of depth 1. Fig. 1 shows two more examples of common
concurrency errors, an atomicity violation in (b) and a deadlock in
(c). Both these errors require two ordering constraints and are thus
of depth 2.
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The Heisenbug problem
Concurrent executions are highly nondeterminisitic 

Rare thread interleavings result in Heisenbugs  
‣Difficult to find, reproduce, and debug 

Observing the bug can “fix” it  
‣ Likelihood of interleavings changes, say, when you add printfs 

A huge productivity problem 
‣Developers and testers can spend weeks chasing a single 

Heisenbug

3
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Thread interleavings
4
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CHESS in a nutshell
CHESS is a user-mode scheduler 
Controls all scheduling nondeterminism 
‣ Replace the OS scheduler 

Guarantees: 
‣ Every program run takes a different thread interleaving 
‣ Reproduce the interleaving for every run

5
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High level goals
Scale to large programs 

Any error found by CHESS is possible in the wild 
‣CHESS does not introduce any new behaviors 

Any error found in the wild can be found by CHESS 
‣Need to capture all sources of nondeterminism 
‣ Exhaustively explore the nondeterminism (state explosion) 

e.g. Enumerate all thread interleavings 
‣Hard to achieve 

Practical goal: beat stress

6
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CHESS architecture
7

Kernel:	
									Threads,	Scheduler,	
									Synchronization	Objects

While(not	done)	{	
					TestScenario()	
}

TestScenario()	{	
							…	
}

Program

CHESS
CHESS	runs	the	scenario	in	a	loop						
•	Every	run	takes	a	different	interleaving	
•	Every	run	is	repeatable

Win32	API

Intercept	synch.	&	threading	calls	
•	To	control	and	introduce	nondeterminism

Detect	
•	Assertion	violations	
•	Deadlocks	
•	Dataraces	
•	Livelocks
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Running Example
8

Lock	(l);	
bal	+=	x;	
Unlock(l);	

Lock	(l);	
t	=	bal;	
Unlock(l);	

Lock	(l);	
bal	=	t	-	y;	
Unlock(l);	

Thread	1 Thread	2
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Introduce Schedule() points
9

Schedule();	
Lock	(l);	
bal	+=	x;	
Schedule();	
Unlock(l);	

Schedule();	Lock	
(l);	
t	=	bal;	
Schedule();	
Unlock(l);	

Schedule();	Lock	
(l);	
bal	=	t	-	y;	
Schedule();	
Unlock(l);	

Thread	1 Thread	2

● Instrument	calls	to	the	
CHESS	scheduler	

● Each	call	is	a	potential	
preemption	point
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First-cut solution: Random sleeps

Introduce random sleep at schedule points 
Does not introduce new behaviors 
‣ Sleep models a possible preemption at each location 
‣ Sleeping for a finite amount guarantees starvation-freedom

10

Sleep(rand());	
Lock	(l);	
bal	+=	x;	
Sleep(rand());	
Unlock(l);	

Sleep(rand());	
Lock	(l);	
t	=	bal;	
Sleep(rand());	
Unlock(l);	

Sleep(rand());	
Lock	(l);	
bal	=	t	-	y;	
Sleep(rand());	
Unlock(l);	

Thread	1
Thread	2
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Improvement 1: 
11

Schedule();	
Lock	(l);	
bal	+=	x;	
Schedule();	
Unlock(l);	

Schedule();	Lock	(l);	
t	=	bal;	
Schedule();	
Unlock(l);	

Schedule();	Lock	(l);	
bal	=	t	-	y;	
Schedule();	
Unlock(l);	

Thread	1 Thread	2

● Delays	that	result	in	the	
same	“happens-before”	
graph	are	equivalent	

● Avoid	exploring	equivalent	
interleavingsSchedule();	Lock	(l);	

bal	=	t	-	y;	
Schedule();	
Unlock(l);

Schedule();	Lock	(l);	
t	=	bal;	
Schedule();	
Unlock(l);

Sleep(5)

Sleep(5)
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Improvement 2: 
12

Schedule();	
Lock	(l);	
bal	+=	x;	
Schedule();	
Unlock(l);	

Schedule();	Lock	(l);	
t	=	bal;	
Schedule();	
Unlock(l);	

Schedule();	Lock	(l);	
bal	=	t	-	y;	
Schedule();	
Unlock(l);	

Thread	1 Thread	2 ● Avoid	exploring	delays	that	
are	impossible	

● Identify	when	threads	can	
make	progress	

● CHESS	maintains	a	run	
queue	and	a	wait	queue	
● Mimics	OS	scheduler	state

Schedule();	
Unlock(l);	

Schedule();	Lock	(l);	
bal	=	t	-	y;	
Schedule();	
Unlock(l);	

Schedule();		
Lock	(l);	
t	=	bal;
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Emulate execution on a uniprocessor
13

Schedule();	
Lock	(l);	
bal	+=	x;	
Schedule();	
Unlock(l);	

Thread	1 Thread	2

Schedule();	Lock	
(l);	
bal	=	t	-	y;	
Schedule();	
Unlock(l);

Schedule();	Lock	
(l);	
t	=	bal;	
Schedule();	
Unlock(l);

● Enable	only	one	thread	at	a	
time	

● Linearizes	a	partial-order	
into	a	total-order	

● Controls	the	order	of	data-
races
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Capture all sources of nondeterminism? 

Scheduling nondeterminism? Yes 

Timing nondeterminism? Yes 
‣ Controls when and in what order the timers fire 

Nondeterministic system calls? Mostly 
‣ CHESS uses precise abstractions for many system calls 

Input nondeterminism? No 
‣ Rely on users to provide inputs 

Program inputs, return values of system calls, files read, packets received,… 
‣Good tradeoff in the short term 

But can’t find race-conditions on error handling code 
‣ Future extensions using symbolic execution? 

 (DART, jCUTE, SAGE, PEX)

14
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x	=	1;	
		…	
		…	
		…	
		…	
		…			
y	=	k;

State space explosion

x	=	1;	
		…	
		…	
		…	
		…	
		…	
y	=	k;

…

n	threads

k	steps		
	each

Number of executions  
                 = O( nnk )  

Exponential in both n and k 
‣ Typically:  n < 10   k > 100 

Limits scalability to large programs

15

Goal:		Scale	CHESS	to	large	programs	(large	k)
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x	=	1;	
if	(p	!=	0)	{	
								x	=	p->f;	
}

Preemption bounding
16

						x	=	p->f;	
}

x	=	1;	
if	(p	!=	0)	{

p	=	0;

preemption

non-preemption
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So, is CHESS is unsound?
Soundness: prove that the program is correct for a given input 
test harness 
‣Need to exhaustively explore all interleavings 

For small programs, CHESS is sound 
‣ Iteratively increase the preemption bound 

Preemption bounding helps scale to large programs 
‣ A good “knob” to trade resources for coverage 

Better search algorithms ! more coverage faster 
‣ Partial-order reduction 
‣Modular testing of loosely-coupled programs

17
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Concurrent programs have cyclic state spaces

‣ Spinlocks 
‣Non-blocking algorithms 
‣ Implementations of synchronization primitives 
‣ Periodic timers 
‣…

18

L1:		while(	!	done)	{		
L2:					Sleep();	
							}

M1:	done	=	1;

!	done	
	L2

!	done	
L1

done		
L2

done	
L1
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A demonic scheduler unrolls any cycle ad-infinitum
19

!	done

done!	done

done!	done

done

while(	!	done)	
{		
					Sleep();	
}

done	=	1;

!	done
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Depth bounding

!	done

done!	done

done!	done

done!	done

Prune executions beyond a bounded number of steps
20

Depth	bound
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Problem 1: Ineffective state coverage 

!	done

!	done

!	done

!	done

Bound has to be large enough to reach the deepest bug 
‣ Typically, greater than 100 synchronization operations 

Every unrolling of a cycle redundantly explores reachable state space

21

Depth	bound
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Problem 2: Cannot find livelocks
Livelocks : lack of progress in a program

22

temp	=	done;	
while(	!	temp)	
{		
					Sleep();	
}

done	=	1;
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Key idea

‣ This test terminates only when the scheduler is fair 
‣ Fairness is assumed by programmers 

    All cycles in correct programs are unfair 
   A fair cycle is a livelock 

23

while(	!	done)	
{		
					Sleep();	
}

done	=	1;
!	done!	done

donedone
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We need a fair demonic scheduler

Avoid unrolling unfair cycles 
‣ Effective state coverage 

Detect fair cycles 
‣ Find livelocks (violations of fair  

       termination)

24

Concurrent
Program

Test	Harness

Win32	API

Demonic	
Scheduler

Fair	
Demonic	
Scheduler
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Fair termination allows CHESS to check for arbitrary liveness 
properties

Example: Good Samaritan assumption 
‣ Forall threads t : scheduled(t) ! yield(t) 
‣ A thread when scheduled infinitely often yields the processor infinitely 

often 

Examples of yield: 
‣ Sleep(), ScheduleThread(), asm {rep nop;} 
‣ Thread completion

25

while(	!	done)	
{		
						Sleep();	
}

done	=	1;
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Probabilistic Concurrency Testing
‣Also a random scheduler, but uses randomization sparingly 

‣  Repeated independent runs increase probability of finding a bug 

‣Naive approach is exponential (n threads with k instructions has nk  
possible thread schedules) 

‣But, bugs in practice are not adversarial 
‣ small number of instructions executed by small number of threads 

‣goal: schedule these instructions correctly 

‣The depth of a concurrency bug is the minimum number of 
scheduling constraints sufficient to find the bug 
‣PCT focusses on probabilistically finding bugs at a given depth 

‣Can find a bug at depth d in O(nkd-1) independent runs 

26
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Ordering Edges and Depth
27

Thread 2
͙
͙
if (t->state == 1)
͙
͙

Thread 1
͙
t = new T()
͙
͙
͙

Thread 2
͙
͙
if (x != null)

x->print();
͙

Thread 1
͙
͙
x = null;
͙
͙

Thread 2
͙
͙
lock(b);
͙
lock(a);

Thread 1
͙
lock(a);
͙
lock(b);
͙

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1. Three typical concurrency bugs, and ordering edges sufficient to find each. (A) This ordering bug manifests whenever the test by
thread 2 is executed before the initialization by thread 1. (B) This atomicity violation manifests whenever the test by thread 2 executed before
the assignment by thread 1, and the latter is executed before the method call by thread 2. (C) This deadlock manifests whenever thread 1
locks a before thread 2, and thread 2 locks b before thread 1.

On each test run, PCT focuses on probabilistically finding bugs
of a particular1 depth d. PCT is a priority-based scheduler and
schedules the runnable thread with the highest priority at each
scheduling step. Priorities are determined as follows. On thread
creation, PCT assigns a random priority to the created thread.
Additionally, PCT changes thread priorities at d � 1 randomly
chosen steps during the execution.

These few but carefully designed random choices are provably
effective for finding concurrency bugs of low depth. Specifically,
when run on a program that creates at most n threads and executes
at most k instructions, PCT finds a bug of depth d with a probability
of at least 1/nkd�1. For small d, this bound is much better than
the adversarial bound 1/nk. In particular, for the cases d = 1 and
d = 2 (which cover all examples in Fig. 1), the probability for
finding the bug in each run is at least 1/n and 1/nk, respectively.2

We describe the randomized algorithm informally in Section 2
and the formal treatment with the proof of the bound in Section 3.
As described above, the scheduler is simple and can readily be
implemented on large systems without knowledge of the proof
mechanics. Note that the proof was instrumental to the design of
PCT because it provided the insight on how to use randomization
sparingly, yet effectively.

The probabilistic bound implies that on average, one can expect
to find a bug of depth d within nkd�1 independent runs of PCT. As
our experiments show (Section 5), PCT finds depth 1 bugs in the
first few runs of the program. These bugs are certainly not trivial
and were discovered by prior state-of-art research tools [20, 24] in
well-tested real-world programs.

Our implementation of PCT, described in Section 4, works on
executables compiled from C/C++ programs. In addition to the
base algorithm described in Section 2, our implementation employs
various optimizations including one that reduces k to the maximum
number of synchronization operations (rather than the number of
instructions) performed in any run for a given test input.

We evaluate PCT on six benchmarks from prior work [21,
24] that contain known concurrency bugs. This includes the open
source program PBZIP2 [24], three SPLASH2 benchmarks [24],
an implementation of a work stealing queue [21], and Dryad Chan-
nels [21]. PCT finds all of the known bugs much faster than re-

1 For exposition, we assume that the bug depth parameter d is provided as
an input by the user. In practice, our tool chooses d automatically from an
appropriate random distribution.
2 In theory, d can be as large as k. In this case, our bound (as required)
is worse than 1/nk . However, we consider a depth k bug a practical
impossibility, especially for modern software that is built from a large
number of loosely-coupled components.

spectively reported in prior work. We also find two new bugs that
were missed by prior work in these benchmarks. To test our scala-
bility, we ran PCT on unmodified recently-shipped versions of two
popular web browsers Mozilla and Internet Explorer. We find one
previously unknown bug in each of them. Finally, we empirically
demonstrate that PCT often detects bugs with probabilities greater
than the theoretical worst-case bound.

2. PCT Overview
In this section we provide necessary background and an informal
description of our algorithm.

2.1 Concurrency Testing
The general problem of testing a program involves many steps. In
this paper, we focus on concurrency testing. We define a concur-

rency bug as one that manifests on a strict subset of possible sched-
ules. Bugs that manifest in all schedules are not concurrency bugs.
The problem of concurrency testing is to find schedules that can
trigger these bugs among the vast number of potential schedules.

We assume that inputs to our program are already provided,
and the only challenge is to find buggy schedules for that input.
Determining bug-triggering inputs for concurrent programs is a
challenging open problem beyond the scope of this paper. Our
assumption is validated by the fact that there already exists large
suites of stress tests carefully constructed by programmers over the
years.

2.2 State of the Art
We identify the following basic strategies for flushing out concur-
rency bugs. We describe them in detail in Section 6.

Stress Testing relies on repetition and heavy load to find bug-
triggering schedules by chance. The schedules explored are not
uniformly distributed and are determined by the chaotic noise in
the system.

Heuristic-Directed Testing improves upon stress testing by us-
ing runtime monitors and heuristics to (1) detect suspicious activity
in a program (such as variable access patterns that indicate potential
atomicity violations [24], or lock acquisition orderings that indicate
potential deadlocks [15]), and (2) direct the schedule towards sus-
pected bugs.

Systematic Scheduling controls the scheduler to systematically
enumerates possible schedules either exhaustively or within some
bound (such as a bound on the number of preemptions) [21].

Randomized Scheduling is similar to stress testing, but at-
tempts to amplify the ’randomness’ of the OS scheduler[1]. It can
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Filewriter Thread
͙
mutex.unlock()

Main Thread
͙
free(mutex)
exit(0);

Figure 2. An example of a bug of depth 2 we found in PBZIP2.
The bug surfaces if (1) the mutex is unlocked after it is freed, and
(2) the mutex is unlocked before the main thread terminates the
process by calling exit.

do so by inserting random delays, context switches, or thread pri-
ority changes.

PCT falls in the last category. But unlike all the methods above,
PCT provides a guaranteed probability of finding bugs in every run
of the program. Our experiments validate this guarantee. Note that
PCT is orthogonal to heuristic-directed testing methods above, in
the sense that the analysis used in these methods can be used to
further improve PCT.

2.3 Bug Depth
We classify concurrency bugs according to a depth metric. Intu-
itively, deeper bugs are inherently harder to find. PCT is designed
to provide better guarantees for bugs with smaller depth.

Concurrency bugs happen when instructions are scheduled in an
order not envisioned by the programmer. We identify a set of these
ordering constraints between instructions from different threads
that are sufficient to trigger the bug. It is possible for different sets
of ordering constraints to trigger the same bug. In such a case, we
focus on the set with lesser number of constraints. We define the
depth of a concurrency bug as the minimum number of ordering
constraints sufficient to find the bug.

For example, Fig. 1 shows examples of common concurrency
errors with ordering constraints, represented by arrows, that are
sufficient to find the bug. Any schedule that satisfies these ordering
constraints is guaranteed to find the bug irrespective of how it
schedules instructions not relevant to the bug. For the examples
in Fig. 1 the depth respectively is 1, 2, and 2. We expect many
concurrency bugs to have small depths. This is further validated by
our experimental results.

2.3.1 Relationship with Prior Classification
Fig. 1 also demonstrates how previous classifications of concur-
rency bugs correspond to bugs of low depth. For example, ordering
bugs [19] have depth 1, atomicity violations and non-serializable
interleavings [24], in general, have depth 2, and deadlocks caused
by circular lock acquisition [15] have depth 2, or more generally n
if n threads are involved. However, this classification is not strict.
For instance, not all atomicity violations have a depth 2, and in fact,
three of the bugs reported by prior work as atomicity violations [24]
have a depth 1.

However, our notion of bug depth is more general and can
capture concurrency bugs not classified before. Fig. 2 shows an
example of a bug of depth 2 that does not directly fall into any of
the mentioned categories. In particular, the ordering constraints do
not have to be between instructions that access the same variable.

Another characterization of a concurrency bug is its preemption

bound [20]. A preemption bound is the smallest number of preemp-
tions sufficient to find a concurrency bug. For the examples shown
in Fig. 1, d�1 preemptions are sufficient to find the bugs. However,
that is not always the case, as shown in the example in Fig. 3 where
d = 1, yet at least one preemption is required to find the bug.

Thread 2
͙
͙
Wait(e);
t->state == 1
͙

Thread 1
͙
Set(e);
t = new T()
͙
͙

Figure 3. A variation of the example in Fig. 1(a), with the same
bug depth of d = 1. Unlike in the other example, however, this bug
requires Thread 1 to be preempted right after the instruction that
sets the event e, and thus has a preemption bound of 1.

Figure 4. Although it may seem like one constraint (black arrow)
is sufficient to find this bug, an extra constraint (gray arrow) is
needed to ensure that thread 2 really executes the access of t. Thus,
the depth of this bug is 2.

2.3.2 Interaction with Control Flow
Fig. 4 shows a slight modification to Fig. 1(a). In this example,
the program (incorrectly) maintains a Boolean variable init to
indicate whether t is initialized or not. Now, the single ordering
constraint (black arrow) between the initialization and access of t
is not sufficient to find the bug. The scheduler should also ensure
the right ordering constraint between init accesses (grey arrow).
Thus, the presence of control flow increases the bug depth to 2.

This example brings out two interesting points. First, the notion
of bug depth is inherently tied to the difficulty of the concurrency
bug. Fig. 4 is arguably a more subtle bug than Fig. 1(a). Second, in a
program with complex control flow, the depth of a bug might not be
readily apparent to the programmer. However, our technique does
not require the programmer or a prior program analysis to identify
these constraints explicitly. It relies on the mere existence of the
right number of ordering constraints.

2.4 Naive Randomization
Using a randomized scheduler may appear like an obvious choice.
However, it is not a priori clear how to design such a scheduler with
a good detection probability for concurrency bugs. For illustration
purposes, let us consider the simple case of a program shown in
Fig. 5 with two threads containing a bug of depth 1, shown by the
black arrow. (Neglect the grey arrow for now.) Even this simple bug
can frustrate a naive randomization technique.

Consider a naive randomized scheduler that flips a coin in each
step to decide which thread to schedule next. This scheduler is
unlikely to detect the bug in Fig. 5 even though its depth is only
1. To force the black constraint, this scheduler has to consistently
schedule Thread 1 for m + 2 steps, resulting in a probability that
is inverse exponential in m — a small quantity even for moderate
m. One could then try to improve this scheduler by biasing the
coin towards Thread 1 to increase the likelihood of hitting this bug.
This still contains an exponential in m. But more importantly, any
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Depth 2

Filewriter Thread
͙
mutex.unlock()

Main Thread
͙
free(mutex)
exit(0);

Figure 2. An example of a bug of depth 2 we found in PBZIP2.
The bug surfaces if (1) the mutex is unlocked after it is freed, and
(2) the mutex is unlocked before the main thread terminates the
process by calling exit.

do so by inserting random delays, context switches, or thread pri-
ority changes.

PCT falls in the last category. But unlike all the methods above,
PCT provides a guaranteed probability of finding bugs in every run
of the program. Our experiments validate this guarantee. Note that
PCT is orthogonal to heuristic-directed testing methods above, in
the sense that the analysis used in these methods can be used to
further improve PCT.

2.3 Bug Depth
We classify concurrency bugs according to a depth metric. Intu-
itively, deeper bugs are inherently harder to find. PCT is designed
to provide better guarantees for bugs with smaller depth.

Concurrency bugs happen when instructions are scheduled in an
order not envisioned by the programmer. We identify a set of these
ordering constraints between instructions from different threads
that are sufficient to trigger the bug. It is possible for different sets
of ordering constraints to trigger the same bug. In such a case, we
focus on the set with lesser number of constraints. We define the
depth of a concurrency bug as the minimum number of ordering
constraints sufficient to find the bug.

For example, Fig. 1 shows examples of common concurrency
errors with ordering constraints, represented by arrows, that are
sufficient to find the bug. Any schedule that satisfies these ordering
constraints is guaranteed to find the bug irrespective of how it
schedules instructions not relevant to the bug. For the examples
in Fig. 1 the depth respectively is 1, 2, and 2. We expect many
concurrency bugs to have small depths. This is further validated by
our experimental results.

2.3.1 Relationship with Prior Classification
Fig. 1 also demonstrates how previous classifications of concur-
rency bugs correspond to bugs of low depth. For example, ordering
bugs [19] have depth 1, atomicity violations and non-serializable
interleavings [24], in general, have depth 2, and deadlocks caused
by circular lock acquisition [15] have depth 2, or more generally n
if n threads are involved. However, this classification is not strict.
For instance, not all atomicity violations have a depth 2, and in fact,
three of the bugs reported by prior work as atomicity violations [24]
have a depth 1.

However, our notion of bug depth is more general and can
capture concurrency bugs not classified before. Fig. 2 shows an
example of a bug of depth 2 that does not directly fall into any of
the mentioned categories. In particular, the ordering constraints do
not have to be between instructions that access the same variable.

Another characterization of a concurrency bug is its preemption

bound [20]. A preemption bound is the smallest number of preemp-
tions sufficient to find a concurrency bug. For the examples shown
in Fig. 1, d�1 preemptions are sufficient to find the bugs. However,
that is not always the case, as shown in the example in Fig. 3 where
d = 1, yet at least one preemption is required to find the bug.

Thread 2
͙
͙
Wait(e);
t->state == 1
͙

Thread 1
͙
Set(e);
t = new T()
͙
͙

Figure 3. A variation of the example in Fig. 1(a), with the same
bug depth of d = 1. Unlike in the other example, however, this bug
requires Thread 1 to be preempted right after the instruction that
sets the event e, and thus has a preemption bound of 1.

Figure 4. Although it may seem like one constraint (black arrow)
is sufficient to find this bug, an extra constraint (gray arrow) is
needed to ensure that thread 2 really executes the access of t. Thus,
the depth of this bug is 2.

2.3.2 Interaction with Control Flow
Fig. 4 shows a slight modification to Fig. 1(a). In this example,
the program (incorrectly) maintains a Boolean variable init to
indicate whether t is initialized or not. Now, the single ordering
constraint (black arrow) between the initialization and access of t
is not sufficient to find the bug. The scheduler should also ensure
the right ordering constraint between init accesses (grey arrow).
Thus, the presence of control flow increases the bug depth to 2.

This example brings out two interesting points. First, the notion
of bug depth is inherently tied to the difficulty of the concurrency
bug. Fig. 4 is arguably a more subtle bug than Fig. 1(a). Second, in a
program with complex control flow, the depth of a bug might not be
readily apparent to the programmer. However, our technique does
not require the programmer or a prior program analysis to identify
these constraints explicitly. It relies on the mere existence of the
right number of ordering constraints.

2.4 Naive Randomization
Using a randomized scheduler may appear like an obvious choice.
However, it is not a priori clear how to design such a scheduler with
a good detection probability for concurrency bugs. For illustration
purposes, let us consider the simple case of a program shown in
Fig. 5 with two threads containing a bug of depth 1, shown by the
black arrow. (Neglect the grey arrow for now.) Even this simple bug
can frustrate a naive randomization technique.

Consider a naive randomized scheduler that flips a coin in each
step to decide which thread to schedule next. This scheduler is
unlikely to detect the bug in Fig. 5 even though its depth is only
1. To force the black constraint, this scheduler has to consistently
schedule Thread 1 for m + 2 steps, resulting in a probability that
is inverse exponential in m — a small quantity even for moderate
m. One could then try to improve this scheduler by biasing the
coin towards Thread 1 to increase the likelihood of hitting this bug.
This still contains an exponential in m. But more importantly, any
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Depth 1

Filewriter Thread
͙
mutex.unlock()

Main Thread
͙
free(mutex)
exit(0);

Figure 2. An example of a bug of depth 2 we found in PBZIP2.
The bug surfaces if (1) the mutex is unlocked after it is freed, and
(2) the mutex is unlocked before the main thread terminates the
process by calling exit.

do so by inserting random delays, context switches, or thread pri-
ority changes.

PCT falls in the last category. But unlike all the methods above,
PCT provides a guaranteed probability of finding bugs in every run
of the program. Our experiments validate this guarantee. Note that
PCT is orthogonal to heuristic-directed testing methods above, in
the sense that the analysis used in these methods can be used to
further improve PCT.

2.3 Bug Depth
We classify concurrency bugs according to a depth metric. Intu-
itively, deeper bugs are inherently harder to find. PCT is designed
to provide better guarantees for bugs with smaller depth.

Concurrency bugs happen when instructions are scheduled in an
order not envisioned by the programmer. We identify a set of these
ordering constraints between instructions from different threads
that are sufficient to trigger the bug. It is possible for different sets
of ordering constraints to trigger the same bug. In such a case, we
focus on the set with lesser number of constraints. We define the
depth of a concurrency bug as the minimum number of ordering
constraints sufficient to find the bug.

For example, Fig. 1 shows examples of common concurrency
errors with ordering constraints, represented by arrows, that are
sufficient to find the bug. Any schedule that satisfies these ordering
constraints is guaranteed to find the bug irrespective of how it
schedules instructions not relevant to the bug. For the examples
in Fig. 1 the depth respectively is 1, 2, and 2. We expect many
concurrency bugs to have small depths. This is further validated by
our experimental results.

2.3.1 Relationship with Prior Classification
Fig. 1 also demonstrates how previous classifications of concur-
rency bugs correspond to bugs of low depth. For example, ordering
bugs [19] have depth 1, atomicity violations and non-serializable
interleavings [24], in general, have depth 2, and deadlocks caused
by circular lock acquisition [15] have depth 2, or more generally n
if n threads are involved. However, this classification is not strict.
For instance, not all atomicity violations have a depth 2, and in fact,
three of the bugs reported by prior work as atomicity violations [24]
have a depth 1.

However, our notion of bug depth is more general and can
capture concurrency bugs not classified before. Fig. 2 shows an
example of a bug of depth 2 that does not directly fall into any of
the mentioned categories. In particular, the ordering constraints do
not have to be between instructions that access the same variable.

Another characterization of a concurrency bug is its preemption

bound [20]. A preemption bound is the smallest number of preemp-
tions sufficient to find a concurrency bug. For the examples shown
in Fig. 1, d�1 preemptions are sufficient to find the bugs. However,
that is not always the case, as shown in the example in Fig. 3 where
d = 1, yet at least one preemption is required to find the bug.

Thread 2
͙
͙
Wait(e);
t->state == 1
͙

Thread 1
͙
Set(e);
t = new T()
͙
͙

Figure 3. A variation of the example in Fig. 1(a), with the same
bug depth of d = 1. Unlike in the other example, however, this bug
requires Thread 1 to be preempted right after the instruction that
sets the event e, and thus has a preemption bound of 1.

Thread 2
͙
͙
if ( init )

t->state == 1
͙

Thread 1
͙
init = true
t = new T()
͙
͙

Figure 4. Although it may seem like one constraint (black arrow)
is sufficient to find this bug, an extra constraint (gray arrow) is
needed to ensure that thread 2 really executes the access of t. Thus,
the depth of this bug is 2.

2.3.2 Interaction with Control Flow
Fig. 4 shows a slight modification to Fig. 1(a). In this example,
the program (incorrectly) maintains a Boolean variable init to
indicate whether t is initialized or not. Now, the single ordering
constraint (black arrow) between the initialization and access of t
is not sufficient to find the bug. The scheduler should also ensure
the right ordering constraint between init accesses (grey arrow).
Thus, the presence of control flow increases the bug depth to 2.

This example brings out two interesting points. First, the notion
of bug depth is inherently tied to the difficulty of the concurrency
bug. Fig. 4 is arguably a more subtle bug than Fig. 1(a). Second, in a
program with complex control flow, the depth of a bug might not be
readily apparent to the programmer. However, our technique does
not require the programmer or a prior program analysis to identify
these constraints explicitly. It relies on the mere existence of the
right number of ordering constraints.

2.4 Naive Randomization
Using a randomized scheduler may appear like an obvious choice.
However, it is not a priori clear how to design such a scheduler with
a good detection probability for concurrency bugs. For illustration
purposes, let us consider the simple case of a program shown in
Fig. 5 with two threads containing a bug of depth 1, shown by the
black arrow. (Neglect the grey arrow for now.) Even this simple bug
can frustrate a naive randomization technique.

Consider a naive randomized scheduler that flips a coin in each
step to decide which thread to schedule next. This scheduler is
unlikely to detect the bug in Fig. 5 even though its depth is only
1. To force the black constraint, this scheduler has to consistently
schedule Thread 1 for m + 2 steps, resulting in a probability that
is inverse exponential in m — a small quantity even for moderate
m. One could then try to improve this scheduler by biasing the
coin towards Thread 1 to increase the likelihood of hitting this bug.
This still contains an exponential in m. But more importantly, any
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Thread 2
assert(a != 0)
step(1);
step(2);
͙
͙
step(n);
b = 0;

Thread 1
assert(b != 0)
step(1);
step(2);
͙
step(m);
a = 0;

Figure 5. A program with two bugs of depth 1 that are hard to find
with naive randomized schedulers that flip a coin in each step. PCT
finds both these bugs with a probability 1/2.

bias towards the black constraint, will be equally biased against the
second bug represented by the grey constraint.

In contrast, our PCT scheduler will find both bugs (and all other
bugs with depth 1) with probability 1/2 for this program.

2.5 The PCT Algorithm
We now describe our key contribution, a randomized scheduler
that detects bugs of depth d with a guaranteed probability in every
run of the program. Our scheduler is priority-based. The scheduler
maintains a priority for every thread, where lower numbers indicate
lower priorities. During execution, the scheduler schedules a low
priority thread only when all higher priority threads are blocked.
Only one thread is scheduled to execute in each step. A thread can
get blocked if it is waiting for a resource, such as a lock that is
currently held by another thread.

Threads can change priorities during execution when they pass
a priority change point. Each such point is a step in the dynamic
execution and has a predetermined priority value associated with it.
When the execution reaches a change point, the scheduler changes
the priority of the current thread to the priority value associated
with the change point.

Given inputs n, k, and d, PCT works as follows.

1. Assign the n priority values d, d+1, . . . , d+n randomly to the
n threads (we reserve the lower priority values 1, . . . , (d � 1)
for change points).

2. Pick d � 1 random priority change points k1, . . . , kd�1 in the
range [1, k]. Each ki has an associated priority value of i.

3. Schedule the threads by honoring their priorities. When a thread
reaches the i-th change point (that is, when it executes the ki-th
step of the execution), change the priority of that thread to i.

This randomized scheduler provides the following guarantee.

Given a program that creates at most n threads and exe-
cutes at most k instructions, PCT finds a bug of depth d
with probability at least 1/nkd�1.

2.6 Intuition Behind the Algorithm
See Fig. 6 for an illustration of how our algorithm finds the errors in
Fig. 1. This figure shows the initial thread priorities in white circles
and the priority change points in black circles. To understand the
working of the scheduler, observe that a high priority thread runs
faster than a low priority thread. So, barring priority inversion
issues, an ordering constraint a! b is satisfied if a is executed by a
higher priority thread. In Fig. 6(a), the bug is found if PCT chooses
a lower priority for Thread 1 than Thread 2. The probability of this
is 1/2 and thus PCT is expected to find this bug within the first two
runs.

If there are more than two threads in the program in Fig. 6(a),
then the algorithm has to work harder because of priority inversion
issues. Even if Thread 1 has a lower priority than Thread 2, the
latter can be blocked on a resource held by another thread, say
Thread 3. If Thread 3 has a priority lower than Thread 1, then this
priority inversion can allow Thread 1 to execute the initialization
before Thread 2 reads t. However, such a priority inversion cannot
happen if Thread 1 has the lowest priority of all threads in the
program. The probability of this happening is 1/n which is our
guarantee.

For bugs with depth greater than 1, we need to understand the
effects of priority change points. (Our algorithm does not introduce
priority change points when d = 1.) In Fig. 6(b), the atomicity
violation is induced if PCT inserts a priority change point after
the null check but before executing the branch. The probability of
this is 1/k as PCT will pick the change point uniformly over all
dynamic instructions. In addition, PCT needs to ensure the first
constraint by running Thread 1 with lowest priority till Thread
2 does the null check. Together, the probability of finding this
atomicity violation is at least 1/nk.

The same argument holds for the deadlock in Fig. 6(c). PCT
has to insert a priority change point after Thread 1 acquires the first
lock before acquiring the second. The probabilistic guarantee of
our algorithm with multiple priority change points in the presence
of arbitrary synchronizations and control flow in the program, and
issues of priority inversion is not readily apparent from the discus-
sion above. Section 3 provides a formal proof that accounts for all
these complications.

2.6.1 Worst-case vs. actual probability
The probabilistic guarantee provided by PCT is a worst-case

bound. In other words, for any program that an adversary might
pick, and for any bug of depth d in that program, PCT is guaran-
teed to find the bug with a probability not less than 1/nkd�1. This
bound is also tight. There exists programs, such as the one in Fig. 4,
for which PCT can do no better than this bound.

In practice, our experiments (discussed in Section 5) show that
PCT often detects bugs with much better probability than the worst-
case guarantee. The reason is that there are often multiple indepen-
dent ways to find the same bug, and the probability of these adds
up. More specifically, consider the following 3 example scenarios.

1. Sometimes it is good enough for priority change points to fall
within some range of instructions. For example, Thread 1 in
Fig. 6(c) may perform lots of instructions between the two
acquires. PCT will find the deadlock if it picks any one of them
to be a priority change point.

2. Sometimes a bug can be found in different ways. For instance,
in Fig. 6(c), there exists a symmetric case in which PCT inserts
a priority change point in Thread 2.

3. Sometimes a buggy code fragment is repeated many times in a
test, by the same thread or by different threads, and thus offers
multiple opportunities to trigger the bug.

3. Algorithm
In this section, we build a formal foundation for describing our
scheduler and prove its probabilistic guarantees.

3.1 Definitions
We briefly recount some standard notation for operations on se-
quences. Let T be any set. Define T ⇤ to be the set of finite se-
quences of elements from T . For a sequence S 2 T ⇤, define
length(S) to be the length of the sequence. We let ✏ denote the
sequence of length 0. For a sequence S 2 T ⇤ and a number n
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Two bugs of depth 1 
difficult to find using 

a pure randomized scheduler
- instead, use a priority-based scheduler  
- the scheduler schedules a low priority 

thread only when all higher priority 
threads are blocked 

- threads change priorities when they pass 
a priority change point 

- randomly assign initial priority values and 
randomly pick priority change points

The PCT Algorithm


